The Public Enterprise Monitoring Commission (herein referred to as “PEMC.sc” or “us” or “we”), operates and maintains PEMC.sc as a free service to provide you with business-related and general information about the business.

PEMC.sc respects your right to privacy protection while using the website.

PEMC.sc has created this Privacy Policy in order to explain what information we gather from your visit to our website and how such information may be used.

**Collection and Use of Information**

As a general policy, PEMC.sc does not request or collect personally identifiable information, such as your name, mailing address, or e-mail address on the website. However, if you wish to obtain information about PEMC.sc or to register on a mailing list, you will be asked to provide certain personal contact information in order to process your request.

Certain personally identifiable information, such as your personal contact information, may be requested from you with respect to processing online information or registration requests. Such information is intended only for PEMC.sc, and will not be sent to third parties unless your query specifically or inherently requests PEMC.sc to do so.

You have the right to access, change or oppose any information that concerns you. In the event that you wish to exercise your right, please contact us.

Certain non-personal information may be recorded by the standard operation of PEMC.sc Internet servers. In order to help administer our website and enhance your online experience.
experience, the servers may gather information pertaining to the type of browser or operating system being used or your IP address.

**Links to Other Websites**

PEMC.sc offers links to several other websites and affiliated company products and service websites that may collect personally identifiable information. Your use of, and provision of personally identifiable information to such other websites is subject to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policies of such other websites.

**Cookies**

Cookies are pieces of information that a website transfers to an individual’s computer hard drive for record keeping purposes. The cookies we use do not allow us to identify individuals and do not store personal information.

Cookies may be placed on your hard drive without your knowledge to allow monitoring of your use of the website. If you prefer, you can set your browser to notify you when receiving a cookie, in order that you may choose whether or not to accept the request.

**Modification of this Policy**

PEMC.sc reserves the right to modify or update this Privacy Policy at any time without notice, so you are encouraged to review it from time to time.